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SUMMARY: The relationship between Mayan and our calendar is expressed by
a coe±cient known as `correlation' which is a number of days that we have to add
to the Mayan Long Count date to get Julian Date used in astronomy. There is a
surprisingly large uncertainty in the value of the correlation, yielding a shift be-
tween both calendars (and thus between the history of Maya and of our world) of
typically several hundred years. There are more than 50 diverse values of the cor-
relation, some of them derived from historical, other by astronomical data. We test
here (among others) the well established Goodman-Mart¶ ³nez-Thompson correlation
(GMT) based on historical data, and the BÄ ohms' one (B&B) based on astronomical
data decoded from the Dresden Codex (DC); this correlation di®ers by about +104
years from the GMT. In our previous works we used several astronomical phenom-
ena as recorded in the DC for a check. We clearly demonstrated that (i) the GMT
was not capable to predict these phenomena that really happened in nature and (ii)
that the GMT predicts them on the days when they did not occur. The phenomena
used till now in the test are, however, short-periodic and the test then may su®er
from ambiguity. Therefore, we add long-periodic astronomical phenomena, decoded
successfully from the DC, to the testing. These are (i) a synchrony of Venusian heli-
acal risings with the solar eclipses, (ii) a synchrony of Venus and Mars conjunctions
with eclipses, (iii) conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn repeated in a rare way, and
(iv) a synchrony of synodic and sideric periods of Mercury with the tropical year.
Based on our analysis, we ¯nd that the B&B correlation yields the best agreement
with the astronomical phenomena observed by the Maya. Therefore, we recommend
to reject the GMT and support the B&B correlation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Mayan and Christian calendars are both
very accurate, but the relationship between them
is surprisingly uncertain. In specialized literature
a time shift (in days) between the origins of the
two calendars is known as `correlation'. Originally
based on historical data, the correlation has recently
been estimated also with the help of astronomical
phenomena, mainly those decoded from the Dres-
den Codex (DC, Codex Dresdensis); see BÄ ohm and
BÄ ohm (1991,1996) among others. Till now, 52 di®er-
ent values of the correlation ¿ are known in the litera-
ture (Table 1). Time di®erences between the individ-
ual correlations correspond to a few hundred years,
which is too much and not acceptable from the his-
torical viewpoint. Compatible di®erences, for exam-
ple between GMT (Goodman-Mart¶ ³nez-Thompson),
as in Thompson (1935, 1950), and that of the BÄ ohm
brothers, denoted here as B&B, (BÄ ohm and BÄ ohm
1991, 1996, 1999), which corresponds to about 104
years, are `too small' to be distinguished by the ra-
diocarbon method of dating (14C). We need another
type of test.
Analogously to Julian Date (JD) used in as-
tronomy, the Maya used in their calendar (beside
other cycles) the so called Long-Count (LC) that also
consists in counting the number of days elapsed from
a selected origin in the distant past. Thus, to convert
LC to our JD dating, a simple relation:
JD = LC + ¿ (1)
holds. The DC has been analyzed by many au-
thors, e.g., FÄ orstemann (1880), Guthe (1921), Teeple
(1926), Vollemaere (1994), Wells and Fuls (2000)
or Fuls (2008). The GMT correlation (Thompson
1950), its value being ¿ = 584283 days, is not based
on astronomical data, although some of them { con-
tained in the DC { have already been known to
Thompson. The correlation B&B (1991, 1996, 1999),
¿ = 622261 days, makes use of both direct astronom-
ical observations and computed ephemerides, derived
from the DC. The B&B results, as well as other cor-
relations, were tested by Kloko· cn¶ ³k et al. (2008). It
was clearly demonstrated that the GMT correlation
is not capable of predicting solar eclipses that were
evidently recorded in DC (missing prediction). Even
worse, the GMT predicts eclipses on the days when
there were no eclipses visible on the whole Earth
(false predictions).
This paper continues our e®ort to objectively
test both GMT and B&B correlations (and other cor-
relations, see Table 1) to demonstrate which one is
capable to better explain the astronomical phenom-
ena contained in the DC. We shall not repeat here
the information of Kloko· cn¶ ³k et al. (2008), but only
shortly outline the tests of correlations by means of
solar eclipses (see Section 2).
We are well aware that the question of calcu-
lating the correlation is not unambiguous. The result
depends on what data we astronomers will get from
historians. Not all historians do agree upon which
astronomical phenomena are actually contained in
DC. Another problem is that often discussed data
on stelae are supposed to contain some astronomi-
cal information, but it may not be true. But, the
most problematic item (that does not concern the
historians' view) is that until now we have worked
only with short-periodic astronomical phenomena {
solar eclipses, heliacal risings/settings of the plan-
ets or their conjunctions. These have periods of the
order of several months to a few years.
To resolve ambiguities in determining ¿, a
non-periodic or a long-periodic phenomenon is nee-
ded as the outburst of supernova in 1054, or comets,
etc. But nothing like that has been found for sure in
Maya sources yet. We were looking for information
of such type, and we discovered it directly in the DC
{ in an unexpected form { thus we will use it for our
new tests. That is the core of our contribution.
The long-periodic phenomena are phenomena
occurring during the Maya history only occasion-
ally, once or a few times. It concerns mainly the
synchrony of the Venus or Mars cycles on one side
and the solar eclipses on the other, both phenomena
themselves being short-periodic (Sections 3.1 and
3.2), conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn (Section 3.3)
repeated in a speci¯c way or a synchrony of synodic
and sideric revolutions of Mercury with the tropical
year (Section 3.4).
The exact timings of all astronomical phenom-
ena needed in the present study were computed by
using the well-known semi-analytical solution of the
motion of planets VSOP87 (Variations S¶ eculaires des
Orbites Plan¶ etaires), worked out by Bretagnon and
Francou (1988). Positions of the Moon are computed
from the lunar theory by Brown (1919) as amended
by Eckert et al. (1966) and further modi¯ed by
Vondr¶ ak (1979a,b). The corresponding computer
code was later used by Mucke and Meeus (1983) in
their Canon of Solar Eclipses that we also used.
Although all these phenomena can be com-
puted with a very high accuracy (several minutes for
the epochs of Maya civilization) when expressed in
uniformly running Terrestrial Time (TT) used as an
argument in the ephemerides of solar system bodies,
the conversion to the local mean solar time brings
about further inaccuracies due to the variations of
the rotation of the Earth. The di®erence TT{UT
(Universal Time, based on the rotation of the Earth)
is known with a very high accuracy from modern ob-
servations for today (better than millisecond), but
for the epochs in distant past its value reaches several
hours with uncertainties of several tens of minutes.
Here, we approximate it (in seconds) by a simple for-
mula TT ¡ UT = 31T2 recommended by Stephenson
and Morrison (1995), where T runs in centuries since
1820.
Another question is the accuracy of observa-
tions made by the ancient Maya with naked eye: the
phenomena with a very rapid progress (e.g., solar
eclipses) could be observed with accuracy of a few
minutes, but the ones that proceed very slowly (e.g.,
maximum elongations, heliacal risings/settings, or
some conjunctions of the planets) could not be ob-
served with precision better than a few days.
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Table 1. A set of 52 values of ¿ [days], in ascending
order, authors' names and dates of publication.
No. ¿ Author year
1 394483 Bowditch 1910
2 438906 Willson 1924
3 449817 Bunge 1940
4 482699 Smiley 1 1960
5 482914 Smiley 2 1960
6 487410 Owen 1975
7 489138 Makemson 1946
8 489383 Spinden 1 1930
9 489384 Spinden 2 1924
10 489484 Ludendor® 1930
11 492622 Teeple 1926
12 497878 Dinsmoor 1965
13 500210 Smiley 3 1960
14 507994 Hochleitner 1974
15 508362 Hochleitner 1974
16 525698 Hochleitner 1974
17 550279 Kelley 2
18 553279 Kelley 1 1976
19 563334 Martin
20 577264 Hochleitner 1972
21 578585 Hochleitner 1970
22 583919 Suchtelen 1957
23 584280 Goodman 1905
24 584281 Martinez 1918
25 584283 Thompson 1950
26 584284 Beyer 1937
27 584285 Thompson 1935
28 584286 Lounsbury 1978
29 584314 Calderon 1982
30 585789 Cook 1973
31 588466 Mukerji 1936
32 588626 Pogo 1937
33 594250 Schove 1 1976
34 609417 Hochleitner 1974
35 615824 Schove 2 1977
36 622261 B&B (BÄ ohms) 1991
37 626660 Kaucher 1980
38 626927 Kreichgauer 1927
39 660205 Hochleitner 1974
40 660208 Wells & Fuls 2000
41 663310 Kelley 2 1983
42 674265 Hochleitner 1974
43 674927 Hochleitner 1974
44 677723 Schulz 1955
45 679108 Escalona 1940
46 679183 Vaillant 1 1935
47 698163 Dittrich 1936
48 739601 Verbelen 1991
49 774078 Weitzel 1947
50 774079 Vollemaere 1 1982
51 774080 Vollemaere 2 1984
52 774083 Vaillant 2 1935
Additional tests made below will bring new
independent arguments to support the B&B corre-
lation. It is important to note that all phenomena
discussed here were used neither in deriving the cor-
relation (BÄ ohm and BÄ ohm, 1991, 1996, 1999), nor
in subsequent tests (Kloko· cn¶ ³k et al. 2008). This is
completely new, never and nowhere published. Note
¯nally that the analyzes presented here are all done
for Palenque (latitude 17±290 N, longitude 92±030 W).
The di®erences for other Mayan localities are negli-
gible for our purpose.
It is important to note that in the DC the
glyphs for the solar eclipses or Venus are shown to-
gether with the data (intervals for the relevant phe-
nomena on the same relevant pages of the DC).
It provides a con¯dence that the glyphs and the
data belong together. We show the known glyphs
in Figs. 1 and 2. But nothing similar was discov-
ered and con¯rmed yet for the other planets and the
Moon, so one has still to rely only upon possible as-
tronomical meaning of the time intervals read from
the DC. When referring to pages in the DC below,
D is numbering according to Knorozov (1963), F ac-
cording to FÄ orstemann (1880).
     D 34a (F 55a)               D 35a (F 56a)              D 36a (F 57a)             D 31b (F 52b) 
      D 33b (F 54b)              D 35b (F 56b)              D 36b (F 57b)             D 37b (F 58b) 
                                          D 32a (F 53a)               D 32b (F 53b) 
                                             Ah Puch,                           Ixtab,
                                       God of Decease         Goddess of Self-Murder 
Fig. 1. Glyphs for the solar eclipses, according to
Dresden Codex, tables of the eclipses.
Fig. 2. Glyphs for Venus, according to Dresden Co-
dex, pp. D 24{D 29 (F 24, 46{50), left and middle,
and the glyph for Venus on the altar R in Cop¶ an,
right.
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2. TESTS WITH SOLAR ECLIPSES
There is a list of predicted solar eclipses
recorded on pp. D 30 { D 37 (F 51 { F 58) of the DC;
the initial Mayan date of the solar eclipse 9.16.4.10.8
12 Lamat (LC=1412848) is followed by 69 cycles
(each comprising 177, 178 or 148 days), re°ecting the
dates of the next expected eclipses. Quite naturally,
only some of them were observable in Yucatan, most
refer to the ones occurring at other places on the
Earth. The table begins and ends by the same Mayan
date, 12 Lamat, and covers altogether 11960 days
(i.e., 405 synodic months, 439.5 draconic months and
46 tzolkin cycles of 260 days). The uncertainty of the
prediction (§1 day) is expressed by three consecutive
dates in each case. The list of all these 70 eclipses
is reproduced in Table 4. We tested them against
all eclipses that really occurred somewhere on the
Earth and found that there is a group of correla-
tions with 59 or more successful predictions: Teeple
(66), Vollemaere 1 (66), Weitzel (66), Kelley 1 (65),
Wells and Fuls (60), Escalone (60), B&B (59), Volle-
maere 2 (59). Out of these, Weitzel, Vollemaere 1
and Vollemaere 2 correlations are practically iden-
tical (they agree within two days). On the other
hand, GMT predicted only 4 of them. It is not
zero just by a chance due to the fact that we work
with the short-periodic phenomenon (typical period-
icity of the eclipses is 177 days, the range is 148{178
days). When similar tests were made against the
eclipses visible only in Yucatan, the best scored ones
were: B&B (8), Pogo and Hochleitner (7), Willson
and Teeple (6). Thus the B&B correlation seems to
yield the best agreement.
3. TESTS WITH LONG-PERIODIC
ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA
For a unique determination of ¿ we need a
non-periodic phenomenon, but there is nothing like
that in the DC or another Maya source. But there is
a synchrony of the dates of heliacal risings/settings
of Venus with the Sun's eclipses, or between conjunc-
tions of two planets and the solar eclipses { coinci-
dence between two short-periodic phenomena which
is itself of long- periodic character. By synchrony
we mean here the situation when there exists in the
DC a time interval between two recorded dates that
contains integer numbers of periods of di®erent as-
tronomical phenomena. Such synchronies are rare
and can simulate long-periodic phenomena. Fortu-
nately, we were able to decode such data from the
DC so that we will utilize them now.
3.1 Synchrony in the DC of Venusian heliacal
risings with solar eclipses
Let us use the date 9.16.4.10.8 12 Lamat, cor-
responding to LC = 1412848. It points to the ¯rst
solar eclipse in the series of eclipses in the DC, which
is accepted by nearly all investigators; see pages D 30
{ 37 (F 51 { 58), e.g. Kloko· cn¶ ³k et al. (2008). Now
we look for the second useful date. Page D 24 (F 24)
of DC contains the date 9.9.9.16.0 1 Ahau 18 Kayab,
which corresponds to LC = 1364360. On that day
Venus was ¯rst seen, according to the Maya, as the
Morning Star after its inferior conjunction with the
Sun. This was also the ¯rst date for determination
of further heliacal risings of Venus (added to this
date are various multiples of the cycle of 2920 days).
This interval is the basic periodicity of overlapping
Venusian synodic and sidereal orbits with the tropi-
cal year after which Venus rises or sets every 8 years
in approximately the same place in the sky.
Thus we have two LC dates, 1412848 and
1364360, marking two di®erent astronomical phe-
nomena visible in the Mayan sky. It is evident
that the time interval between these two phenom-
ena, ¢ = 48488 days, must be the same as the time
interval actually existing \in the nature". If we take
both these Mayan dates and attempt to apply the
individual correlations, then the correct correlation
must yield the same time interval ¢ as was actually
observed between the heliacal rising of Venus and the
solar eclipse.
We tested all the correlations from Table 1.
For 39 correlations, we have got no solar eclipse for
LC = 1412848, while 12 correlations did correspond
to solar eclipses but none was visible in the Mayan
region. Apart from B&B, only Teeple's correlation
(¿ = 492622) gave a date when there was a solar
eclipse visible to the Maya (November 22, 504) but
at the maximum of this eclipse, only 12% of the so-
lar disc was obscured. However, for the second date
(LC = 1364360), the heliacal rising of Venus did not
occur; the date corresponding to Teeple's correlation
fell on February 21, 372 when Venus was at inferior
conjunction and so not visible at all.
We took into account all eclipses that were ob-
servable in the Mayan region in the period from June
428 to August 1011; just 207 solar eclipses occurred.
For each date of an eclipse, we subtracted the value
¢ and checked if the date found coincided with a
heliacal rising of Venus (there were 365 of them be-
tween May 295 and December 878). Only the pro-
nounced solar eclipse (85%) of October 29, 859 and
only the heliacal rising of Venus 48488 days before
it (January 27, 727) ful¯l the condition of the syn-
chrony. These dates coincide with LC dating only if
the B&B correlation is used, from all ¿'s in Table 1.
So, the analysis of the synchrony of the solar
eclipses with heliacal rises of Venus speaks clearly:
none but one of today known 52 correlations (accord-
ing to Table 1), including the GMT, can be used to
convert the Maya dates to our calendar. The only
exception is the B&B correlation. With it, the result
looks like this:
9.9.9.16.0 1 Ahau 18 Kayab = 1364360 +
622261 = 1986621 JD = January 27, 727.
Heliacal rising of Venus occurred, eight days
after inferior conjunction with the Sun.
9.16.4.10.8 12 Lamat = 1412848 + 622261 =
2035109 JD = October 29, 859.
The solar eclipse occurred in the Maya area,
maximum magnitude was 85%.
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3.2 Synchrony of Venus and Mars
conjunctions with solar eclipses
Similarly to the Venusian heliacal aspects,
there is a synchrony between Venus and Mars con-
junctions with the solar eclipses. By this, we mean
the situation when the solar eclipse is followed by a
conjunction of Venus with Mars after 13512 days.
This occurred in Mayan history only once. It is nec-
essary to say that the average time interval between
the conjunctions is 234 days, but in reality the indi-
vidual intervals can vary between 200 and 300 days,
and sometimes they can even exceed 700 days (when
two conjunctions do not really occur, and the two
planets move in parallel several degrees apart).
We start again with the same `initial' solar
eclipse date 9.16.4.10.8 12 Lamat, LC = 1412848,
recorded on p. D 31 (F 52) of DC. Other im-
portant dates can be found on p. D 37 (F 58):
9.18.2.2.0 4 Ahau (LC = 1426360), with the time
di®erence from the preceding one equal to 13512
days, that is accompanied by 9.12.11.11.0 4 Ahau
(LC = 1386580), and also by a time interval 12.11
(251 days), in which the number 11 is surrounded by
a frame (a glyph of minus sign). The di®erence be-
tween the two dates is equal to 39780 days, i.e. 170
times the average interval between two conjunctions
of Venus with Mars. If we subtract 251 days (again
close to the interval between the two conjunctions)
from the ¯rst above mentioned date, we get 9.18.1.7.9
13 Muluc (whose last part, 13 Muluc, is also recorded
there), corresponding to LC = 1426109. So, we can
assume that all three LC dates (1386580, 1426109
and 1426360) recorded on this page refer to the same
phenomenon, conjunction of Venus with Mars.
Next we tested all correlations from Table 1 to
¯nd which ones are capable of identifying all four LC
dates (one for the eclipse, three for the conjunctions)
with real phenomena. The only one that can assure
this with su±cient accuracy is the B&B correlation:
phenom. LC B&B date Comp. date
conj. 1386580 Nov 28, 787 Nov 25, 787
ecl. 1412848 Oct 29, 859 Oct 29, 859
conj. 1426109 Feb 18, 896 Feb 16, 896
conj. 1426360 Oct 26, 896 Oct 24, 896
Small di®erences in the dates of conjunctions are
fully acceptable, since these phenomena proceed very
slowly and the Mayan observations with naked eye
could not achieve better accuracy than a few days.
3.3 Repeated conjunctions of Jupiter and
Saturn
Conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn repeat on
the average approximately every 19.6 years. At least
after 40 years a situation occurs when two conjunc-
tions come shortly one after the other. This is the
`synchronization' that is interesting from our point of
view. Consequently, we were looking for two dates in
DC di®ering by a multiple of 40 years (14560 days).
We found interesting complex information, consist-
ing of two Mayan dates and an accompanying table,
on page D 74 (F 45) of the DC. This allows to be
interpreted as referring to repeated conjunctions of
Jupiter and Saturn.
On page D 74, there are two Mayan dates in
the system of Long Count (LC) which correspond,
after corresponding re-calculation, to the following
number of days in decimal expression:
A) 8.17.11.3.0 4 Ahau 1278420
¡1:10 ¡30
B) (8.17.11.1.10) 13 Oc 1278390
The date B is not given directly in LC, but only by
the date 13 Oc of 260-day tzolkin cycle; missing digits
of LC are given in parentheses. It can be calculated
by subtracting 30 days (accompanied by a minus sign
hieroglyph) from the date A. This way of calculating
the next date by subtracting certain number of days
from the initial date is quite usual in DC. New date
is sometimes not expressed by all digits of LC, but
only by the ¯nal date of 260-day cycle (in this case
13 Oc). On the same page of DC below the date B,
there is an accompanying table, containing time in-
tervals. The text in DC is partly damaged, but it is
possible to reconstruct it and prove that the individ-
ual items represent multiples of 364 and 260 days, as
explained in Table 2.
Table 2. Mayan table of page D 74 (F 45) of Dres-
den Codex
Mayan record Analysis of the table
of time interval days £364d £260d
?.?.8 13 Etznab 728 2
3.0.12 13 Ik 1092 3
4.0.15 13 Cimi 1456 4
5.1.0 13 Oc 1820 5 7
10.2.0 13 Oc 3640 10 14
15.3.0 13 Oc 5460 15 21
?.?.8.0 13 Oc 14560 40 56
?.0.12.0 13 Oc 21840 60 84
4.0.16.0 13 Oc 29120 80 112
The ¯rst column contains the original Mayan
inscription; the missing numbers are replaced by
question marks. Reconstructed time intervals in days
are shown in column two, columns three and four
give multiples of 364 (that appears often in the ta-
bles of DC) and 260, respectively. Especially impor-
tant is the 80-year cycle (29120 days) in the last row
of Table 3. It contains 73 synodic periods of Jupiter
(398.884 days), 77 synodic periods of Saturn (378.091
days) and 112 tzolkin cycles (260 days). We can as-
sume that it is also the average interval between two
conjunctions of both planets. The initial point is the
date B, to which we should add the interval of 29120
days to obtain the next conjunction date C:
B) (8.17.11.1.10) 13 Oc 1278390
+4.0.16.0 13 Oc +29120
C) (9.1.11.17.10) 13 Oc 1307510
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Now it is necessary to ¯nd such shift between the
dating in Julian Days and Long Count for which the
dates B and C (in LC) fall into a close vicinity of
computed times of conjunctions of Jupiter and Sat-
urn (in JD). We found that this can be achieved only
when using the B&B correlation (¿=622261 days),
the others failed. Using this value, we arrive to date
B being equivalent to JD = 1900651 (i.e., September
13, 491) and date C corresponding to JD = 1929771
(June 5, 571).
Both Mayan dates B, C fall into the period
when Jupiter and Saturn were very close to their op-
position with the Sun (only three days apart, respec-
tively), and they stayed close to each other for many
months, describing wobbles with direct and reverse
motions, and showing unique situation when two
conjunctions repeated during the same year. Mayan
dates then re°ect encounters of Jupiter with Sat-
urn in the moments when they were close to sta-
tionary points (change from retrograde to direct mo-
tion). The mutual positions of Jupiter and Saturn
during the two years 491 and 571 are given in Ta-
ble 3. First column describes the mutual positions
of both planets (1st or 2nd conjunction, their oppo-
sition with the Sun and the Mayan dates B and C
described above). The second column gives the JD
and calendar date, computed with the B&B correla-
tion. The positions (geocentric mean ecliptical lon-
gitude ¸ and latitude ¯) of both planets in degrees
are given in columns 3 and 4 calculated for the dates
given in column 2, only for the cases of conjunctions.
For the oppositions, their computed JD and calen-
dar dates are given instead, for Jupiter and Saturn,
respectively. Last column then shows the angular
distances of both planets at the moments of their
conjunctions and also for the Mayan dates given in
DC. The situation of the table is graphically depicted
in Figs. 3 and 4, for better illustration. The angu-
lar distance between the two planets changed during
the years 491 and 571 only a little and very slowly,
so that for a terrestrial observer they both stayed for
many weeks in a very close vicinity, describing the
apparent wobbles almost in parallel.
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Fig. 3. Ecliptical longitude  and latitude  of Jupiter and Saturn, during the year 491 AD, covering their
repeated conjunctions.
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Fig. 4. Ecliptical longitude  and latitude  of Jupiter and Saturn, during the year 571 AD, covering their
repeated conjunctions.
3.4 Synchronization ofsynodic and sideric pe-
riods of M ercury w ith tropical year
Similarly to the preceding section, we were
looking in the DC for two dates diering by 2200
days, the interval after which the synodic and sideric
periods of Mercury, and tropical year are again it the
same phase. We found such occurrence on page D 24
(F 24). Two introductory Mayan dates on page D 24
and the form of the inscription is the following:
A) 9.9.16.0.0 4 Ahau 8 Cumku 1366560
 6:2:0  2200
B ) 9.9.9.16.0 1 Ahau 18 K ayab l364360
The interval of 2200 days between the two dates A
and B is expressed directly and accompanied by a
minus glyph (Fig. 5). This interval is equal to mul-
tiples of synodic and sideric period of Mercury and
tropical year. After this interval, Mercury rises and
sets at the same place in the sky. The interval con-
tains:
19 synodic periods of Mercury (115.877484d),
25 sideric periods of Mercury (87.968581d),
6 tropical years (365.242199d).
7
Fig. 3. Ecliptical longitude ¸ and latitude ¯ of Jupiter and Saturn, during the year 491 AD, covering their
repeated conjunctions.
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3.4 Synchronization ofsynodic and sideric pe-
riods of M ercury w ith tropical year
Similarly to the preceding section, we were
looking in the DC for two dates diering by 2200
days, the interval after which the synodic and sideric
periods of Mercury, and tropical year are again it the
same phase. We found such occurrence on page D 24
(F 24). Two introductory Mayan dates on page D 24
and the form of the inscription is the following:
A) 9.9.16.0.0 4 Ahau 8 Cumku 1366560
 6:2:0  2200
B ) 9.9.9.16.0 1 Ahau 18 K ayab l364360
The interval of 2200 days between the two dates A
and B is expressed directly and accompanied by a
minus glyph (Fig. 5). This interval is equal to mul-
tiples of synodic and sideric period of Mercury and
tropical year. After this interval, Mercury rises and
sets at the same place in the sky. The interval con-
tains:
19 synodic periods of Mercury (115.877484d),
25 sideric periods of Mercury (87.968581d),
6 tropical years (365.242199d).
7
Fig. 4. Ecliptical longitude ¸ and latitude ¯ of Jupiter and Saturn, during the year 571 AD, covering their
repeated conjunctions.
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Table 3. Mutual positions of Jupiter and Saturn close to their repeated conjunctions.
Mutual position JD, Jupiter's position Saturn's position Angular
calendar date ¸ ¯ ¸ ¯ distance
1st conjunction 1900477 309.632 ¡0.724 309.569 ¡0.996 0.279
March 23, 491
opposition 1900610 1900607
August 3, 491 July 31, 491
(8.17.11.1.10) 1900651 307.846 ¡1.266 306.125 ¡1.371 1.724
13 Oc September 13, 491
2nd conjunction 1900663 307.352 ¡1.243 305.746 ¡1.363 1.611
September 25, 491
1st conjunction 1929671 217.046 1.318 217.532 2.500 1.280
February 25, 571
opposition 1929725 1929728
April 20, 571 April 23, 571
(9.1.11.17.10) 1929771 207.674 1.229 211.652 2.496 4.172
13 Oc June 5, 571
2nd conjunction 1929856 213.532 0.871 213.528 2.147 1.276
August 29, 571
3.4 Synchrony of synodic and sideric periods
of Mercury with tropical year
Similarly to the preceding section, we were
looking in the DC for two dates di®ering by 2200
days, the interval after which the synodic and sideric
periods of Mercury and tropical year are again it the
same phase. We found such occurrence on page D 24
(F 24). Two introductory Mayan dates on page D 24
and the form of the inscription is the following:
A) 9.9.16.0.0 4 Ahau 8 Cumku 1366560
¡6:2:0 ¡2200
B) 9.9.9.16.0 1 Ahau 18 Kayab l364360
The interval of 2200 days between the two dates A
and B is expressed directly and accompanied by a
minus glyph (Fig. 5). This interval is equal to mul-
tiples of synodic and sideric period of Mercury and
tropical year. After this interval, Mercury rises and
sets at the same place in the sky. The interval con-
tains:
19 synodic periods of Mercury (115.877484d),
25 sideric periods of Mercury (87.968581d),
6 tropical years (365.242199d).
When using the B&B correlation, both Mayan
dates refer to the positions of Mercury when close to
maximum west elongations. In addition, they assure
that the planet was close to the aphelion of its ec-
centric orbit, when maximum elongation was 27±490.
The conditions to observe Mercury were thus ex-
tremely favorable; for a terrestrial observer, Mercury
was not only near the maximum elongation, but also
near its maximum distance from the Sun, so that it
was more than 19 degrees above the horizon before
sunrise (Fig. 6).
      9                         9
      9                         9 
    16                         9 
      0                       16 
       0                        0 
1 366 560 days
      1 364 360 days 
6
  2200 days 2
0                 
  Ahau 8 Cumku                                          1 Ahau 
                                                                                                        18 Uo 
                                      1 Ahau 18 Kayab 
        9. 9. 16. 0. 0   4 Ahau 8 Cumku              1 366 560 days 
                                                -        6. 2. 0                                          -           2 200 days
                                               9. 9. 9. 16. 0      1 Ahau 18 Kayab             1 364 360  days 
                                              ( 9. 14. 2. 6. 0)     1 Ahau 18 Uo                   1 397  640  days     
Fig. 5. Dresden Codex, p. D 24 (F 24), data for
Mercury. The newly discovered interval of 2200 days
means a synchrony of synodic and sideric periods of
the planet with the tropical year. The minus glyph
is represented by a frame around `glyph zero'(see left
column 6.2.0).
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a)
b)
Fig. 6. The positions of Mercury (Dresden Codex
p. D 24 (F 24)) in the morning sky shortly before
sunrise between a) December 29, 726 and March 5,
727, b) January 7, 733 and March 15, 733, close
to its maximum elongations on January 27, 727 and
February 4, 733, respectively (corresponding Maya
dates are 9.9.9.16.0.1 Ahau 18 Kayab and 9.9.16.0.0
4 Ahau 8 Cumku, using the B&B correlation).
a) January 27, 727 Mercury close to maximum
west elongation (26 degrees), altitude before sunrise
19 degrees. Maximum west elongation occurred Jan-
uary 21, 727.
b) February 4, 733 Mercury close to maximum
west elongation (26 degrees), altitude before sunrise
20 degrees. Maximum west elongation occurred Jan-
uary 31, 733.
In the DC there are dates to which time inter-
vals are added that are typical of some repeated as-
tronomical phenomena, or typical intervals between
two dates. Some of them were explained in the past.
They are as follows:
a) 2920 days and their multiples, when syn-
odic and sideric periods of Venus are in a synchrony
with tropical year and heliacal rising of this planet
occurs (Teeple 1926).
b) 11960 days of repeated solar eclipses (Mein-
shausen 1913, Guthe 1921).
Here we found the new interval (2200 days)
and tested it via all the correlations in Table 1. The
real astronomical meaning has been con¯rmed only
when the B&B correlation was used. The 2200-day
interval means a synchrony of synodic and sideric
periods of Mercury with the tropical year, (Fig. 6).
4. DISCUSSION
All tests described above show that the B&B
correlation yields the best agreement with the as-
tronomical phenomena recorded by the Maya in the
DC. The dates of these events fall into the classical
period of the Maya history, when Long Count (LC)
was in general use. On the other hand, the GMT
correlation, mostly accepted by historians, is based
only on comparing historical events with no direct
LC dating. We can only speculate why the historical
events used by the GMT lead to a correlation dif-
ferent by about +104 years (precisely 37978 days)
from the one based on astronomical events recorded
in the DC. This di®erence is almost precisely equal
to double interval of 18980 days (about 52 years) in
which tzolkin and haab cycles are in the same phase.
Maybe, it is just a mere random coincidence, but it
is also possible that it might be caused by an error
in the backward reconstitution of the LC, made by
GMT to obtain the dating of historical events in the
LC from the sixteen century sources (when the LC
had been abandoned for several centuries).
5. CONCLUSIONS
In addition to our previous test of validity
of di®erent correlation coe±cients (Kloko· cn¶ ³k et al.
2008), we made another one, quite independent.
This time we rather use long-periodic astronomical
phenomena whose records we succeeded to ¯nd in
the Dresden Codex { a synchrony of Venusian he-
liacal risings with solar eclipses (interval of about
132 years), synchrony of conjunctions of Venus with
Mars and solar eclipses (interval of about 37 years),
repeated conjunctions of Jupiter with Saturn (inter-
val of about 80 years), and synchrony of synodic and
sideric period of Mercury and tropical year (inter-
val of 6 years, after which Mercury rises and sets
at the same place in the sky). All these events, as
recorded by the Maya, coincide with reality only if
the B&B correlation is used; all others fail. Thus
the B&B correlation is con¯rmed again, using dif-
ferent astronomical phenomena from those used in
deriving it (BÄ ohm and BÄ ohm 1991) and by testing
di®erent correlations (Kloko· cn¶ ³k et al. 2008). So, we
must state that, from the astronomical point of view,
the most frequently used GMT correlation is wrong
and should be abandoned, at least for the classical
period of the Maya history. The possible explanation
why the GMT and B&B correlations di®er by +104
years, suggested in Discussion, certainly deserves fur-
ther investigation.
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Table 4. Full list of the solar eclipses from the Dres-
den Codex: Col. 1 the ordering number; Col. 2 sum
of lengths of cycles in days; Col. 3 tzolkin date; Col.
4 length of cycle in days; Col. 5 LC date. * The ini-
tial date No. 1 (9.16.4.10.8 12 Lamat) corresponds to
1412848 days in the LC dating. Data in parentheses {
script reconstructed from damaged text.
1 2 3 4 5
1 0 12 Lamat * 1412848
6 Kan
2 177 7 Chicchan 177 1413025
8 Cimi
1 Imix
3 354 2 Ik 177 1413202
3 Akbal
6 Muluc
4 502 7 Oc 148 1413350
8 Chuen
1 Cimi
5 (679) 2 Manik 177 1413527
3 Lamat
9 Akbal
6 856 10 Kan 177 1413704
(11) Chicchan
4 (Ahau)
7 1033 5 Imix 177 1413881
6 Ik
(13) Etznab
8 1211 1 Cauac (178) 1414059
(2) Ahau
8 Men
9 1388 9 Cib 177 1414236
10 Caban
3 Eb
10 1565 4 Ben 177 1414413
5 Ix
11 Muluc
11 (1742) 12 Oc 177 1414590
13 Chuen
6 (Cimi)
12 1919 7 (Manik) 177 1414767
8 Lamat
1 Akbal
13 (2096) 2 Kan 177 1414944
3 Chicchan
6 Chuen
14 2244 7 Eb 148 1415092
8 Ben
2 Muluk
15 2422 3 Oc (178) 1415270
4 Chuen
10 Cimi
16 (2599) 11 Manik 177 1415447
12 Lamat
5 Akbal
17 2776 6 Kan 177 1415624
7 Chicchan
Table 4. continued.
1 2 3 4 5
13 Ahau
18 2953 1 Imix 177 1415801
(2) Ik
8 (Caban)
19 3130 9 (Etznab) 177 1415978
10 (Cauac)
(13 Chicchan)
20 3278 (1) Cimi 148 1416126
(2) Manik
8 Ik
21 3455 9 Akbal 177 1416303
10 Kan
3 Cauac
22 3632 4 Ahau 177 1416480
5 Imix
11 Cib
23 3809 12 Caban 177 1416657
13 Etznab
24 3986 7 Ix (177) 1416834
8 Men
9 Cib
25 4163 2 Chuen 177 1417011
3 Eb
4 Ben
26 4340 10 Lamat 177 1417188
11 Muluc
12 Oc
27 4488 2 Cib (148) 1417336
3 Caban
4 Etznab
28 4665 10 Ben 177 1417513
(11) Ix
12 Men
29 4842 5 Oc 177 1417690
6 Chuen
7 Eb
30 5020 1 Lamat (178) 1417868
2 Muluc
3 Oc
31 5197 9 Chicchan 177 1418045
10 Cimi
11 Manik
32 5374 4 Ik 177 1418222
5 Akbal
6 Kan
33 5551 12 Cauac 177 1418399
13 Ahau
1 Imix
34 5728 7 Cib 177 1418576
8 Caban
9 Etznab
35 5905 2 Ben 177 1418753
3 Ix
4 Men
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Table 4. continued.
1 2 3 4 5
36 6082 10 Oc 177 1418930
11 Chuen
12 Eb
37 6230 2 Etznab 148 1419078
3 Cauac
4 (Ahau)
38 6408 11 Cib (178) 1419256
12 Caban
13 Etznab
39 6585 6 Ben 177 1419433
7 Ix
8 Men
40 6762 1 Oc 177 1419610
2 Chuen
3 Eb
41 6939 9 Manik 177 1419787
10 Lamat
11 Muluc
42 7116 4 Kan 177 1419964
5 Chicchan
(6) Cimi
43 7264 9 Eb 148 1420112
10 Ben
11 Ix
44 7441 4 Muluc 177 1420289
5 Oc
6 Chuen
45 7618 12 Cimi 177 1420466
13 Manik
1 Lamat
46 7795 7 Akbal 177 1420643
8 Kan
9 Chicchan
47 7972 2 Ahau 177 1420820
3 Imix
4 Ik
48 8149 10 Caban 177 1420997
(11) Etznab
12 Cauac
49 8326 5 Ix 177 1421174
6 Men
7 Cib
50 8474 10 Ik 148 1421322
11 Akbal
12 Kan
51 8651 5 Cauac 177 1421499
6 Ahau
7 Imix
52 8828 13 Cib 177 1421676
1 Caban
2 Etznab
53 9006 9 Ix (178) 1421854
10 Men
11 Cib
Table 4. continued.
1 2 3 4 5
54 9183 4 Chuen 177 1422031
5 Eb
(6) Ben
55 9360 12 Lamat 177 1422208
13 Muluc
1 Oc
56 9537 7 Chicchan 177 1422385
8 Cimi
9 Manik
57 9714 2 Ik 177 1422562
3 Akbal
4 Kan
58 9891 10 Cauac 177 1422739
11 Ahau
12 Imix
59 10039 2 Manik 148 1422887
3 Lamat
4 Muluc
60 10216 10 Kan 177 1423064
11 Chicchan
12 Cimi
61 10394 6 Ik (178) 1423242
7 Akbal
8 Kan
62 10571 1 Cauac 177 1423419
2 Ahau
3 Imix
63 10748 9 Cib 177 1423596
10 Caban
11 Etznab
64 10925 (4) Ben 177 1423773
5 Ix
6 Men
65 11102 12 Oc 177 1423950
13 Chuen
1 Eb
66 11250 4 Etznab 148 1424098
5 Cauac
6 Ahau
67 11427 12 Men 177 1424275
13 Cib
1 Caban
68 11604 7 Eb 177 1424452
8 Ben
9 Ix
69 11781 (2) Muluc 177 1424629
3 Oc
4 Chuen
70 11958 10 Cimi 177 1424806
11 Manik
12 Lamat 1424808
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Originalni nauqni rad
Odnos izmeu kalendara Maja i naxeg
kalendara dat je koeficijentom poznatim pod
nazivom "korelacija", koji predstav	a broj
dana koji treba da se doda na datum u sistemu
Dugog brojaa dana kod Maja da se dobije
Julijanski Datum (broj dana) koji se koristi
u astronomiji. Iznenaujue je koliko je ve-
lika neodreenost u vrednosti korelacije (a
time i izmeu istorije Maja i istorije naxeg
sveta) koja meu ovim kalendarima dostie
najqexe nekoliko stotina godina. Postoji
vixe od 50 razliqitih vrednosti korelacije,
od kojih neke proistiqu iz istorijskih, a neke
iz astronomskih podataka. Mi smo ovde testi-
rali (izmeu ostalog) najvixe upotreb	avanu
GMT korelaciju (dobijenu iz istorijskih po-
dataka) i korelaciju Bemovih (B & B), dobi-
jenu iz astronomskih podataka dekodiranih iz
Drezdenskog kodeksa (DC), koja se razlikuje
od GMT za oko +104 godine. U prethod-
nim radovima za proveru smo koristili neko-
liko astronomskih pojava koje su zabeleene
u DC. Jasno smo pokazali da: (i) GMT ko-
relacija nije bila u stau da predvidi ove
pojave koje su se stvarno desile u prirodi
i (ii) GMT predvia te pojave u dane kada
nisu zabeleene. Pojave koje smo koristili
do sada za testirae su, meutim, kratkope-
riodiqne i rezultat testa ne mora da bude
jednoznaqan. Stoga smo za da	e testirae
izabrali dugoperiodiqne astronomske pojave,
koje su uspexno dekodirane iz DC. Te pojave
su (i) sinhronost heliaqkih izlaza Venere i
pomraqea Sunca, (ii) sinhronost konjunkcija
Venere i Marsa sa pomraqeima, (iii) retko
ponov	ive konjunkcije Jupitera i Saturna, i
(iv) sinhronost sinodiqkog i sideriqkog peri-
oda Merkura sa tropskom godinom. Iz naxe
analize sledi da B & B korelacija daje naj-
bo	e slagae sa astronomskim pojavama koje
su zabeleile Maje. Zato predlaemo da se
odbaci GMT i prihvati B & B korelacija.
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